
CECILIO DIMAS: So, what we’re gonna look at now, is, go back to this idea of 0. What does 0 tell us about these three different 
plans? What did we learn about 0 with this table, with Student A’s table, that we didn’t necessarily learn with Student H’s table? So 
what are we learning about 0? Go ahead and talk to your shoulder partner, please, for a quick moment.
STUDENT: Ya vi que este no, no está bien (I saw that this one no, it’s no good)
STUDENT: No está bien. (It’s not good.)
STUDENT: Porque este está cobrando mas que tiene que cobrar. (Because this one is costing more than it has to cost.)
STUDENT: Si no fueran aqui, fueron 24. (If it weren’t here, they were 24.)
STUDENT: Oh, sí. (Oh, yes.)
CECILIO DIMAS: So, if 0 is important, I’d like you to tell me with thumbs-up under your chin, if 0 is not important, show me with 
thumbs-down. Okay. Hands down. Why is 0 important? Again, why is 0 important? Katie?
STUDENT: Because it’s showing you that with with On, with Online Flix, and Mail Flix, you still have to pay the monthly fee even 
though you’re not buying any movies.
CECILIO DIMAS: Okay. Could I have someone restate what Katie just shared? Hailey?
STUDENT: Like, even though, like it says for either one of them that you have to pay a fee, and you’re still paying it, but on Movie 
Busters, if you don’t get anything you’re not gonna have a fee to pay.
CECILIO DIMAS: Okay.
STUDENT: So it goes by what you rent.
CECILIO DIMAS: How would you, thank you. How would you help Student A make sense of the plans in this table? How would you 
help Student A make sense of it? Jessica?
STUDENT: You would get, I think, I would get rid of the 0. ‘Cause it’s kind of confusing. And then start off with 13. Instead of 12. So 
they don’t think that 12 plus 12 is 24. So I would get rid of the 0.
CECILIO DIMAS: Okay. What else could we do, what else could a person suggest to Student A to help them with their table? Kyle?
STUDENT: You could tell them that you don’t have to pay the first fee for every rental, you just have to pay $1.
CECILIO DIMAS: Okay, so, if you were to help them figure out that this was not 25, what would you tell them?
STUDENT: Uh, that you don’t pay the flat fee for every rental, you just pay $1.
CECILIO DIMAS: So what would it cost for 1 movie from Online Flix?
STUDENT: $13. 
CECILIO DIMAS: And how did you get your 13?
STUDENT: Because 12 plus 1 is 13. 
CECILIO DIMAS: Okay.
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